
COMMENTS
Validated 

by OEM

Manufacturer YES NO YES NO Boot
Passenger 

seat
Glove box Notes Yes/No

Audi x x x

Alfa Romeo

Bentley x x x

BMW x x x List only on theft endangered items Yes

Chrysler

Citroën x x x Yes

Dacia x x x
boot not 

sealed

some factories don't provide a list of items but this is rare in 

Europe

some factories do provide a plastic bag

Yes

Daimler

Fiat

Ford
No standard across Europe

place of loose items depends on item and factory Yes

GM (Opel/Vauxhall/Chev) x x x x
either boot or passenger seat

Opel is currently investigating a possible standard
Yes

Honda x x x x
policy varies by plant, model and model year

place of item varies by item itself
Yes

Hyundai x x x Yes

Jaguar Land Rover x x
The plastic bag can be split but the parts are visible

another solution is to vacuum seal loose items and place them to 

designated areas of a loose item tray

Yes

Kia x x x Yes

Lancia

Lexus

Mazda x x x place of item varies by item itself, by car line and VIN Yes

Mitsubishi x x x x
sealed box and a list of items would be an 'ideal solution'

factories sometimes use a sealed bag, always placed in the trunk 

of the car

Yes

Nissan x x x
boot not 

sealed
Yes

Peugeot x x x Yes

Renault x x x
boot not 

sealed

some factories don't provide a list of items but this is rare in 

Europe

some factories do provide a plastic bag

Yes

SEAT x x x Yes

Skoda x x x Yes

Suzuki x x x some are in plastic bag, some are loose Yes

Tesla

Toyota x x x
no standard across Europe

some parts are in the trunk for some models
Yes

Volvo x x x x x

Some accessories are in the boot and sometimes in the glove box. 

Other loose items are in the plastic bag on the passenger seat 

(manual of the car included). The plastic bag has to be closed till 

the car arrives to the dealer.

Yes

VW x x x Yes

Note: Fields are shown in grey until requirements are confirmed by the OEM
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This guide is published by ECG as an easy reference guide for anyone handling 

new vehicles to establish the storage requirements set by each manufacturer

PLACE OF LOOSE ITEMS


